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ABSTRACT
Background: Whether the international author collaboration and keywords on the topic of transportation

management has been changed in the last several decades remains unclear. Along with the big data and API(allocation
programming interface) emerged as a field of research with increasing attention being paid to it by scientific researchers
and a rapid increase in related literature being reported using the bibliometric analysis, the international author
collaboration and keywords should be explored to analyze the current state of research, including publication outputs,
in-depth collaboration characteristics and keyword topics of transportation management research.

Methods: The authors collected two published papers in Medline library and downloaded their 206 similar articles
without duplication since 1977. Various statistical techniques and bibliometric measures were employed, including
publication growth analysis; journal distribution; and collaboration network analysis at the author country/area
collaboration level. The visualization maps of international author collaboration and burst terms were drawn on Google
maps using social network analysis(SNA) and cluster analysis. Gini coefficient(GC) was applied to measure inequality
of density indices among clusters.

Results: A total of 208 bibliographic records on transportation management were collected. The earliest paper was
published in 1977, with the number of papers sharply rising at the inflection point of the year 2014. We found that (1)
the most number of papers on the topic of transportation management are from the U.S.( 43,27.04%), Spain(21,13.21%),
and China(18, 11.32%); (2) the most linked keywords are organization & administration, analysis, education, and
statistics & numerical data, and trends; (3) keyword networks presents lower GC that author collaborations among their
respective clusters.

Conclusions: The collaboration of international authors on transportation management is not tight and stable. The
focus of research topics on transportation management is centralized(Gini=0.48) more than that of author collaboration
(Gini=0.33). Our study might provide a potential guide for future research on the topic of transportation management.

Keywords: Collaboration Characteristics; Topic Bursts; Transportation Management; Bibliometric Analysis; Gini
Coefficient

1. Background
A transportation management system (TMS) is a subset of supply chain management concerning transportation

operations and may be part of an enterprise(or others like a hospital) resource planning system. A TMS usually refers to
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a process related to warehouse/distribution module. A typical scenario would include both inbound (procurement) and
outbound (shipping) orders to be evaluated by the TMS Planning Module.

With continued economic and societal development worldwide, the traditional TMS has increasingly failed to
satisfy enterprise(or others like a hospital) in providing efficient delivery services. It should be noted that numerous
constraints and barriers exist to providing high-quality, accessible, and timely health services, especially in low-resource
settings.

Given the importance of TMS, some scientific researchers have focused on reviewing the related literature to
identify the characteristics and status of TMS in recent years. However, much of this effort in author collaboration
used by bibliometric analysis hazs only considered specific subfields drawn from descriptive analysis and systematic
reviews[1-3] using social network analysis(SNA).

However, It is hard to find the relationship between multiple entities in which we are interested instead of those
counts or frequencies of interesting items. That is, the sense of their correlation can yield much more information. For
instance, in Big data when many customers purchase their goods by placing them in a shopping cart (which is similar to
the author collaboration or the keywords in a published paper), we are interested in the co-occurrence for any two or
more goods sold in a store. An apocryphal story was often told to tell us the concept of co-occurrence that is about beer
and diaper sales which usually goes along with a strong correlation on Friday[4-6]. Many data scientists have developed
ways to discover new knowledge from the vast quantities of increasingly available information[7], especially applying
social network analysis (SNA)[3-5] to big data analysis.

Other reviews have concentrated on the analysis of MTS[6] and the method[9]. Few focus on the topic of
international author collaboration. As of June 12, 2018, only two papers[10,11] were found by the keyword of
"Transportation Management" in the title in Medline library. There are four topics that intrigue us to study, including (1)
which countries/areas contribute most in the paper publication of TMS? (2) which keywords are more frequently found
in TMS? (3) whether the phenomena of author collaboration and keywords are equally distributed among entities or
clusters?.

Admittedly, authorship collaboration using SNA is an example illustrated by many authors in recent
years[3] because co-authors among researchers form a type of social network. Whether the keyword network in TMS
earns an equally important impact is interesting to explore. We are thus to apply SNA to explore the features in TMS
from published papers[10,11] and their related papers we observed in Medline library.

Google maps have provided users to gain an overall geospatial visualization[12,13]. However, few were found in
Medline library when searching the keyword google map [Title] on June 12, 2018. Many papers[3-5,14] have conducted
studies on co-author collaboration. However, none display these results combined with Google maps and social network
analysis.

Our aims are to apply Gini coefficient(GC)[15] to the pattern of international author collaboration in TMS on the
following topics: (i) nation distribution over the years; (ii) keywords distribution and their frequencies in TMS; (3) the
phenomena of author collaboration and keywords equally distributed among entities or clusters..

2. Methods
2.1 Data sources

We programed Microsoft Excel visual basic for applications (VBA) modules to extract abstracts and their
corresponding data related to coauthors and medical subject heading(MESH) terms for each article on June 12, 2018, by
the keywords of "Transportation Management" in the title in Medline library since 1977. Only those related to the
articles searched above using the functionality of similar articles provided by Pubmed and labeled with Journal Article
were included. Others like those marked with Published Erratum, Editorial or without author nation name were
excluded from this study. A total of 208 eligible abstracts were obtained from Medline in which 159 with nation name
for the 1st author were found.
2.2 Data arrangement to fit SNA requirement
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Before visualizing our results using SNA, we organized data in compliance with the format and guidelines
defined by Pajek software[16]. Microsoft Excel VBA routines were used to deal with data fitting to the SNA requirement.
2.3 Graphical representations to report

(1) Author nations and their relations
Two tables (including columns for publication years and rows for the 1st author nations and density coefficient for

author networks) were made to represent the distribution of nations and journals in addiction and clinical research.
The bigger bubble means, the number of the nodes (i.e., nations, authors or keywords in this study). The wider line
indicates, the stronger relations between the two ties. Community clusters with a closer relation are filled with different
colors in the bubbles.

(2) Keywords to present the research domain
If our keywords represent the mainstream topics on the topic of TMS, the stronger relations between the two

keywords can be highlighted and linked by SNA. Like the concept of co-occurrence about beer and diaper sales. The
presentation for the bubble and line is interpreted similarly to the previous section. The density coefficients for the
keywords using MESH terms among clusters were analyzed in this study.
2.4 Statistical tools and data analyses

Google Maps and SNA Pajek software were used to visualize international author collaborations and keywords
with the keywords of TMS. Author-made Excel VBA modules were applied to organize data. Cluster coefficient[13]

represents the density of a network as below:
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, whereas n=the number of nodes in a network and m=the number of other connected nodes with a specific ego node. A
significant lever(>1.96) is defined by t-value as the formula[=cc*√[(n-2)/(1-cc2)].

In contrast, E-I index is defined by the formula, where EL= the number of external friendship links and IL= the
number of internal friendship links[17,18]. The negative E-I index means a coherence cluster in existence. Similarly, the
higher CC indicates many members are other linked members’ friends. Density is defined as the ratio of the linked
members over all possible linked members.

3. Results
3.1 Growth of Literature

By the above search strategy and the cleaned data obtained, we found that the earliest paper on transportation
management collected by Medline library was published in 1977. The publication output of TMS, from 1977 to 2018, is
presented in Figure 1, indicating that the number of papers concerning TMS in Medline has risen yearly and produced
from 1 in 1977 to 26 in 2018. Since the beginning of 2014, it should be recorded that the number of TMS-related
publications has increased considerably.

The cumulative annual number of publications has continually grown from 2 to 48 (shown in Figure 1). A
literature exponential growth curve was obtained by a direct fit to the equation (R2>0.81). The time of the inflection
point of the growth curve is at 2014.
3.2 Author nations and their relations

A total of 159 eligible papers with complete author nations based on journal article since 1977 are shown in Table
1. We can see that the most number of papers are from the U.S.( 43,27.04%) , Spain(21,13.21%), and China(18,
11.32%). The trend in the number of publications is present in the column of growth in Table 1. The top three continents
are Asia, Europe, and South America.

The diagram shown by SNA and Google Maps in Figure 1 displays the author's collaboration among nations based
on transportation management. Overall, the highest productive nations are from the US, Spain, and Chien, see Figure 1.
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Any nation collaborated with other nations are shown with a blue line. Interested authors are recommended to click
the bubble of interest to see details on a website at reference[19].

Continent 1977-08 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total % Growth

AFRICA 1 1 1 3 1.89 0.31

Egypt 0 1 1 0.63 0

Ghana 1 1 0.63

Morocco 0 1 1 0.63 0.41

Asia 4 1 1 3 3 2 1 6 5 4 30 18.87 0.77

China 1 1 1 2 1 5 4 3 18 11.32 0.86

Taiwan 0 1 2 3 1.89 -0.06

India 1 1 2 1.26 -0.27

Turkey 0 1 1 2 1.26 -0.41

Hong Kong 0 1 1 0.63 -0.14

Israel 1 1 0.63

Pakistan 0 1 1 0.63 0.41

Philippines 1 1 0.63

South Korea 0 1 1 0.63 0.55

EUROPE 6 3 1 2 2 5 10 13 11 12 65 40.88 0.86

Spain 1 2 1 3 5 7 2 21 13.21 0.86

U.K 2 1 2 6 1 1 1 14 8.81 0.4

Italy 0 1 2 2 3 8 5.03 0.57

Netherlands 0 2 2 4 2.52 -0.1

Austria 1 1 2 1.26

Germany 0 1 1 2 1.26 0.1

Greece 1 1 2 1.26 0.27

Romania 0 2 2 1.26

Subtotal 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 1 3 10 6.29 0.64

N. AMERICA 25 2 3 4 1 2 4 2 2 4 3 52 32.7 0.16

U.S 23 2 3 3 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 43 27.04 -0.29

Canada 2 1 1 1 2 7 4.4 0.57

Mexico 0 2 2 1.26

OCEANIA 2 1 1 2 6 3.77 0.57

Australia 2 1 1 2 6 3.77 0.57

S. AMERICA 0 2 1 3 1.89 0.52

Brazil 0 1 1 2 1.26 0.62

Colombia 0 1 1 0.63 0.27

Total 38 5 5 5 6 8 12 16 24 21 19 159 100 0.92

Table 1. Paper outputs across continents/country/area over the years
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Figure 1; Publication outputs over the years for papers collected in Medline library on the topic of transportation management.
3.3 Keywords to present the research domain of transportation management

The most linked keywords are organization & administration, analysis, education, and statistics & numerical data,
and trends, see Figure 3 or click it on the reference[20]. We can see that the keywords consist of many clusters with
different cluster coefficients.

Figure 3; MESh terms regarding papers collected in Medline library on the topic of transportation management.
3.4 Cluster density coefficients in networks

Each cluster has its cluster coefficient to represent the density of a network. We found that author clusters earn
an approximately lower CC that those in keyword clusters (Table 2 and Table 3). Only the cluster coefficient for the
keyword of education has a significant effect in comparison with a substantial t-value (>2.0), indicating all but the
education networks have the feature of low density in a network. Keyword networks present lower GC that author
collaborations among their respective clusters (Table 2 and Table 3)..
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CC t UNWD WD EI n Degree Weighted Name

1 1 0 2 1 1 U.S

1 1 0 0 Spain

1 1 0 0 China

0.43 0.82 0.5 0.5 -0.33 5 5 5 U.K

1 1 1 -0.71 3 3 3 Italy

0.60 1.06 0.67 0.67 -0.45 4 4 4 Australia

0 0 0.67 0.67 -1 3 2 2 France

1 1 -1 2 1 1 Pakistan

0.40 0.44 0.25 0.25 0.14 0.18 0.30 0.30 Gini

Table 2. Density coefficients for author collaboration based on country or area

Note. CC = cluster coefficient; UNWD = unweighted density = the unique number of linkages between nations /
possible nations(i.e., n(n-1)/2); WD=weighed density= the multi-repetition number of linkages/possible numbers;
Gini=Gini coefficient; EI=E-I index=(Internal linkages – External linkages) / ( Internal linkages + External linkages).

CC t UNWD WD EI n Degree Weighted Name

0.11 0.65 0.1 0.27 -0.53 36 61 167 organization & administration

0.28 1.75 0.13 0.22 -0.54 38 88 158 analysis

0.33 2.21* 0.14 0.31 -0.59 42 118 268 education

0.43 1.91 0.22 0.36 -0.42 18 33 55 statistics & numerical data

0.50 1.15 0.47 0.67 -0.27 6 7 10 trends

0.2 0.15 0.35 0.21 0.09 0.17 0.23 0.24 Gini coefficient

Table 3. Density coefficients for MESH terms based on country or area *p<0.05

4. Discussion
This study found that (1) the most number of papers on the topic of transportation management are from the

U.S.( 43,27.04%), Spain(21,13.21%), and China(18, 11.32%); (2) the most linked keywords are organization &
administration, analysis, education, and statistics & numerical data, and trends; (3) keyword networks presents lower
GC that author collaborations among their respective clusters.
4.1 What This Adds to What Was Known

Many previous types of research[1-4] have inspected coauthor collaboration using social network analysis. The
results (the most number of articles in transportation management are from the U.S., Spain, and Chien) are similar to the
findings that dominant nations in science come from the U.S. and Europe[21,22]. We see a sharp increase in trend for
China presenting in this study which is similar to the previous study[14]. We showed a novel method incorporating SNA
with Google maps to explore the data of publication in TMS. It can be seen that visual representations provide readers
with a quick glance at the research results which are rare in the literature. Traditionally, it is very hard to observe the
association of two or more symptoms or ties together appeared in a network at the moment.

All entities can be compared with each other on the dashboard of Google Maps. We can see that many links are
connecting two nations(Figure 2). Such a network can be defined as a collaboration pattern which results are similar to
the previous study[5]. Accordingly, the researchers have a high level of international author collaboration on the topic of
transportation management, which is consistent with the previous studies on investigating scientific collaboration of
Iranian Psychology and Psychiatry Researchers[23,24].
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Figure 2; Author country/area distribution for papers collected in Medline library on the topic of transportation management.

There are 1,084 papers with the keyword of “social network analysis” in the paper title when searching Medline on
December 21, 2017, in which two papers[25,26] incorporated MeSH into SNA to disclose relevant knowledge to readers.
However, no such papers have incorporated Google maps link as we did in the current study. The CCs we illustrated in
Table 2 and three are called overall CCs. The highest value represents the closer networks, as shown in figure 2. It
can be seen that three countries of Italy, Brazil, and Chile construct a close relation(CC=1). In contrast, France has no
any three countries connecting in its cluster. Accordingly, CC equals zero, EI equals -1.0(=(0-2)/(0+2), indicating two
countries(i.e., Luxembourg and Ireland) constructing a cluster, but none connecting to outside clusters.
4.2 What It Implies and What Should Be Changed?

Scientific publication is one of the objective measurements to evaluate the achievements of a medical specialty
or discipline[27]. It is worth combining SNA and Google Maps to disclose knowledge and information to the readers for
reference in the future.

Many algorithms and measures (or indicators) have been developed using SNA to graphically explore data[1-3].
This kind of data can identify the interested target entry(e.g., TMS in this study) with paper of selected topics; It means
that the core subject can be analyzed using the centrality measure[1-3, 28] yielded by SNA.
4.3 Strengths of This Study

The way we incorporated SNA with Google Maps is unique in comparison with others[1-3]. The network density
can be replaced by CC used in this study. Another strength and feature for this study are that Google Maps are
sophisticatedly used and linked in references[19-20] for each interested topic, the reader can manipulate the link by their
ways as a dashboard to understand the feature of the author collaboration or the keyword relationship. The nation
distribution in Figure 2 is an easily understood feature of international author collaborations on TMS. One picture is
worth ten thousand words. We hope following studies can report other types of information using Google
API(application programming interface) to readers in the future.
4.4 Limitations and Future study

The interpretation and generalization of the conclusions should be cautious. First, the data were extracted from
Medline library. It is worth noting that any generalization should be made in the similar fields of paper contents,
particularly we merely including papers collected in Medline.

Second, although the data were extracted from Medline and were carefully dealt with in every linkage as correctly
as possible, the originally downloaded contexts including some errors in symbols which might affect the resulting
reports in this study may be present.

Third, there are many algorithms used for SNA. We merely applied community cluster and density with weighted
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degrees in Figures. Any changes made along with algorithm will present different pattern and inference making.
Fourth, the social network analysis is not subject to the Pajeck software we used in this study, Others such as

Ucinet[29] and Gephi[30] are suggested to readers for use in the future study.

Conclusion
Social network analysis provides wide and deep insight into the relationships among nations and coauthors. The

results can provide readers with a concept of diagram for readers to understand the feature on the topic of transportation
management.
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